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Hardly a day goes by without some post full of outright Naziism, flat-eartherism and climate trutherism going
viral. Garner at his home. The opinions spewed forth like unguided missiles, delighting those who support
Donald Trump and dismaying those who do not. Stamper said she would like to feel that even a political
leader she disagrees with would show some respect for the conventions of the English language. The move
was spurred on by an unholy and unlikely coalition of media companies crying copyright; national security
experts wringing their hands about terrorism; and people who were dismayed that our digital public squares
had become infested by fascists, harassers and cybercriminals. Indeed, rather than being embarrassed, the
president seems to be proud of his mistakes â€” or even to believe that because he has committed them, they
are not mistakes at all. Any one of those keywords will give the filters an incurable case of machine anxiety
â€” but all of them together? More Op-Eds From the Future. Owen added, via email. Image Bryan A. The
Democrats hope that in the country will elect a new tweeter in chief, perhaps even one who knows how to
spell. Our first mistake was giving the platforms the right to decide who could speak and what they could say.
In doing so, we cemented that domination. Trump is not the first president whose use of language has
provoked ridicule and dismay. Sticklers Twitch At Trump Posts. By Cory Doctorow Mr. Ten years ago, I
could have published this on my personal website, or shared it on one of the big social media platforms. The
idiocy of the Democrats. Leaving aside its splenetic tone and in-your-face ad hominem attacks, knee-jerk
defensiveness and ugly, dog-whistle language, why is so much of the direct communication from the president
to the world heaving with bad grammar, bad spelling, bizarre punctuation, muddy diction and inexplicable
random capitalization? Someone corrected Mr. After he has spent nearly three years in office, Mr. No, said
Ms. This makes him a poor role model, said the lexicographer and writer Kory Stamper. But that was before
the United States government decided to regulate both the social media platforms and blogging sites as if they
were newspapers, making them legally responsible for the content they published. The low IQ-ness of Joe
Biden. Doctorow is a science fiction writer. Garner tweeted back , directly addressing the president.
Previously she was a correspondent in the London bureau, and a reporter for the Culture and Metro Desks.


